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  Ancestors Alice Roberts,2021-05-27 An extraordinary
exploration of the ancestry of Britain through seven burial
sites. By using new advances in genetics and taking us
through important archaeological discoveries, Professor
Alice Roberts helps us better understand life today. ‘This is
a terrific, timely and transporting book - taking us heart,
body and mind beyond history, to the fascinating truth of
the prehistoric past and the present’ Bettany Hughes We
often think of Britain springing from nowhere with the
arrival of the Romans. But in Ancestors, pre-eminent
archaeologist, broadcaster and academic Professor Alice
Roberts explores what we can learn about the very earliest
Britons, from burial sites and by using new technology to
analyse ancient DNA. Told through seven fascinating burial
sites, this groundbreaking prehistory of Britain teaches us
more about ourselves and our history: how people came
and went and how we came to be on this island. It explores
forgotten journeys and memories of migrations long ago,
written into genes and preserved in the ground for
thousands of years. This is a book about belonging: about
walking in ancient places, in the footsteps of the ancestors.
It explores our interconnected global ancestry, and the
human experience that binds us all together. It’s about
reaching back in time, to find ourselves, and our place in
the world.
  Tamed Alice Roberts,2017-10-19 **'A masterpiece of
evocative scientific storytelling.' BRIAN COX** **'Will appeal
to fans of Yuval Noah Harari's Sapiens'. Mail on Sunday **
The extraordinary story of the species that became our
allies. Dogs became our companions Wheat fed a booming
population Cattle gave us meat and milk Maize fuelled the
growth of empires Potatoes brought us feast and famine
Chickens led us to wonder about tomorrow Rice promised
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us a golden future Horses gave us strength and speed
Apples travelled with us HUMANS TAMED THEM ALL For
hundreds of thousands of years, our ancestors depended on
wild plants and animals to stay alive – until they began to
tame them. Combining archaeology and cutting-edge
genetics, Tamed tells the story of the greatest revolution in
human history and reveals the fascinating origins of ten
crucial domesticated species; and how they, in turn,
transformed us. In a world creaking under the strain of
human activity, Alice Roberts urges us to look again at our
relationship with the natural world – and our huge influence
upon it. AN ECONOMIST AND MAIL ON SUNDAY 'BOOK OF
THE YEAR' 2017
  Anatomical Oddities Alice Roberts,2022-11-10 Every
part of the human body has a name - and story. But how
familiar are you with your arachnoid mater or your
Haversian canals? Anatomical Oddities is an artistic and
linguistic adventure, taking the reader on a journey to
discover the hidden landscape of the human body: its
crypts and caverns, gorges, islets and mountains. Along the
way, we dip into the history of our relationship with the
human body and the discoveries that paved the way for
modern anatomy and medicine. Quirky, bizarre and
beautiful, these pages feature original artworks from
Professor Alice Roberts. The intricate details of the human
body, the stories of people who unearthed its secrets, and
the meanings of the words we use to describe it are laid
bare.
  The Incredible Human Journey Alice
Roberts,2010-04-05 Alice Roberts has been travelling the
world - from Ethiopian desert to Malay peninsula and from
Russian steppes to Amazon basin - in order to understand
the challenges that early humans faced as they tried to
settle continents. On her travels she has witnessed some of
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the daunting and brutal challenges our ancestors had to
face: mountains, deserts, oceans, changing climates,
terrifying giant beasts and volcanoes. But she discovers
that perhaps the most serious threat of all came from other
humans. When our ancestors set out from Africa there were
already two other species of human on the planet:
Neanderthal in Europe and Homo erectus in Asia. Both
(contrary to popular perception) were intelligent, adept at
making tools and weapons and were long adapted to their
environments. So, Alice asks, why did only Homo sapiens
survive? Part detective story, part travelogue, and drawing
on the latest genetic and archaeological discoveries, Alice
examines how our ancestors evolved physically in response
to these challenges, finding out how our colour, shape, size,
diet, disease resistance and even athletic ability have been
shaped by the range of environments that our ancestors
had to survive. She also relates how astonishingly closely
related we all are. As a lecturer in Anatomy at Bristol
University, Alice Roberts is eminently qualified to write this
book. As a talented artist, she is perfectly qualified to
illustrate it, and dotted throughout this lively book are many
of the sketches and photographs from her travels.
  Buried Alice Roberts,2022-05-26 A SUNDAY TIMES
BESTSELLER ‘Tender, fascinating … Lucid and illuminating’
Robert Macfarlane Funerary rituals show us what people
thought about mortality; how they felt about loss; what they
believed came next. From Roman cremations and graveside
feasts, to deviant burials with heads rearranged, from richly
furnished Anglo Saxon graves to the first Christian burial
grounds in Wales, Buried provides an alternative history of
the first millennium in Britain. As she did with her pre-
history of Britain in Ancestors, Professor Alice Roberts
combines archaeological finds with cutting-edge DNA
research and written history to shed fresh light on how
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people lived: by examining the stories of the dead. PRE-
ORDER CRYPT, THE FINAL BOOK IN ALICE ROBERTS'
BRILLIANT TRILOGY – OUT FEBRUARY 2024.
  The Celts Alice Roberts,2015-10-05 'Informed,
impeccably researched and written' Neil Oliver The Celts
are one of the world's most mysterious ancient people. In
this compelling account, Alice Roberts takes us on a journey
across Europe, uncovering the truth about this engimatic
tribe: their origins, their treasure and their enduring legacy
today. What emerges is not a wild people, but a highly
sophisticated tribal culture that influenced the ancient world
- and even Rome. It is the story of a multicultural
civilization, linked by a common language. It is the story of
how ideas travelled in prehistory, how technology and art
spread across the continent. It is the story of a five-hundred
year fight between two civilizations that came to define the
world we live in today. It is the story of a culture that
changed Europe forever. 'Roberts's lightness of touch is
joyous, and celebratory' Observer 'Clear-spoken and
enthusiastic' Telegraph
  Crypt Alice Roberts,2024-02-29 The new book by
Sunday Times bestselling author of Ancestors and Buried -
the final instalment in Professor Alice Roberts' acclaimed
trilogy. We can unlock secrets from bones preserved for
centuries in tombs, graves and crypts. The history of the
Middle Ages is typically the story of the rich and powerful,
there’s barely a written note for most people’s lives.
Archaeology represents another way of interrogating our
history. By using cutting-edge science to examine human
remains and burials, it is possible to unearth details about
how individuals lived and died that give us a new
understanding of the past – one that is more intimate and
inclusive than ever before. The seven stories in Crypt are
not comforting tales. We meet the patients at one of the
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earliest hospitals in England and the victims of the St
Brice’s Day Massacre. We see a society struggling to make
sense of disease, disability and death, as incurable
epidemics sweep through medieval Europe. We learn of a
protracted battle between Church and State that led to the
murder of Thomas Becket and the destruction of the most
famous tomb in England. And we come face to face with the
archers who went down with Henry VIII’s favourite ship, the
Mary Rose. Beautifully written and expertly researched by
Professor Alice Roberts, Crypt is packed with thrilling
discoveries that will make you see the history of Britain
afresh.
  Evolution Alice Roberts,2023-05-04
  Human Journey Alice M. Roberts,Professor Alice
Roberts,2020-09-03 Reach back through time and shake
hands with your ancestors. Run alongside a group of early
humans on a blazing African savannah as they take the first
steps in a journey that leads -- eventually -- to all of us.
Professor Alice Roberts takes you on a voyage of evolution
and migration from the first humans around two and a half
million years ago to horse riders galloping into the dawn of
the Bronze Age.
  The Complete Human Body Alice Roberts,2016-06-01
Intricate details of all aspects of the human body down to
the smallest detail - from our cells and DNA, to the largest
bone in our bodies, the femur. 3D generated illustrations
and medical imaging provide a close look at the body's
forms and functions in physiology and anatomy, showing
how the body works and its amazing systems and abilities.
To understand our modern human bodies, this book first
looks at our ancestors and how the evolution of Homo
Sapiens shaped our anatomy. This gave us the ability to
walk tall, create language, and make tools with our
incredibly adapted apposable thumbs. Learn how we can
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see evolution in our DNA, and the functions of DNA. Read
about the things you can only see with microscopes and
other special imaging machines, like cell structure, motor
pathways in the brain, and the inner iris. All these many
parts work together to make the human body. The
physiology of our body is written in clarifying detail. Learn
about the organs and systems that operate within, such as
the cardiovascular, digestive, and neural systems. See our
elegant anatomy and read how the skeleton, muscles, and
ligaments operate to allow movement. This second addition
has included more detail on the joints in the hands and feet.
The Complete Human Body takes you from infancy to old
age showing how our body grows and changes, and what
can go wrong. 2nd Edition: Enhanced and Updated This
visual guide uses remarkable illustrations and diagrams to
let you peek inside our complex and astounding bodies. It
has been written in an easy-to-follow format, with
straightforward explanations to give you the best overview
of the many things that make us human. Suitable for young
students who want an extra resource for school, people
working in medical fields, or for anyone with a keen interest
in human biology. Inside the body of the book: - The
Integrated Body - Anatomy - How the Body Works - Life
Cycles - Diseases and Disorders
  Wolf Road Alice Roberts,2023-08-03 Discover the
history of our lifetime through one girl's adventure, in the
epic new children's novel from bestselling author and
broadcaster, Professor Alice Roberts. 'A fine storyteller'
Philip Pullman ‘A wonderful book – exciting, fascinating,
gripping, beautifully written’ Anthony McGowan 'Highly
atmospheric, this impressive story asks questions about
human fears across the ages.' Daily Mail Tuuli is a
prehistoric girl, travelling with her tribe through the seasons
– making camp, hunting for food and protecting themselves
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against the many hazards that the climate throws at them.
Tuuli knows there’s a bigger world out there, and when she
spots a strange boy lurking outside their camp, she realises
that he might hold the adventure she is looking for. He is
from another tribe, sent to find safer ground and as he and
Tuuli strike up an unlikely friendship, they set out on a
journey that will impact the rest of human history. A vast
adventure with a very human heart, full of wild animals,
huge scenery and heart-stopping danger and inspired by
real anthropological discoveries. The stunning debut novel
from Digging for Britain presenter, Professor Alice Roberts,
for fans of His Dark Materials, Wolf Brother and The Last
Bear.
  Humble by Nature Kate Humble,2013-04-25 In 2007,
after twenty years of living in London, Kate Humble and her
husband Ludo decided it was time to leave city life behind
them. Three years later, now the owner of a Welsh
smallholding, Kate hears that a nearby farm is to be broken
up and sold off. Another farm lost; another opportunity for a
young farmless farmer gone. Desperate to stop the sale,
Kate contacts the council with an alternative plan - to keep
the farm working and to run a rural skills and animal
husbandry school alongside it. Against all odds, she
succeeds. Here, in Humble By Nature, Kate shares with us a
highly personal account of her journey from London town
house to Welsh farm. Along the way we meet Bertie and
Lawrence the donkeys, Myfanwy and Blackberry the pigs
and goats Biscuit and Honey, not forgetting a dog called
Badger and his unladylike sidekick Bella. And we are
introduced to the tenant farmers Tim and Sarah, the locals
who helped and some who didn't, and a whole host of
newborn lambs. Full of the warmth and passion for the
natural world that makes Kate such a sought after
presenter, Humble By Nature is the story of two people
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prepared to follow their hearts and save a small part of
Britain's farming heritage, whatever the consequences.
  The Complete Human Body Alice Roberts,2016-06-07
Intricate details of all aspects of the human body down to
the smallest detail - from our cells and DNA to the largest
bone in our bodies, the femur. 3D generated illustrations
and medical imaging provide a close look at the body's
forms and functions in physiology and anatomy, showing
how the body works and its amazing systems and abilities.
To understand our modern human bodies, this book first
looks at our ancestors and how the evolution of Homo
Sapiens shaped our anatomy. This gave us the ability to
walk tall, create language, and make tools with our
incredibly adapted opposable thumbs. Learn how we can
see evolution in our DNA, and the functions of DNA. Read
about the things you can only see with microscopes and
other special imaging machines, like cell structure, motor
pathways in the brain, and the inner iris. All these many
parts work together to make the human body. The
physiology of our body is written in clarifying detail. Learn
about the organs and systems that operate within, like the
cardiovascular, digestive, and neural systems. See our
elegant anatomy and read how the skeleton, muscles, and
ligaments operate to allow movement. This second edition
has included more detail on the joints in the hands and feet.
The Complete Human Body takes you from infancy to old
age showing how our body grows and changes, and what
can go wrong. 2nd Edition: Enhanced and Updated This
visual guide uses remarkable illustrations and diagrams to
peek inside our complex and astounding bodies. It has been
written in an easy-to-follow format, with straightforward
explanations to give you the best overview of the many
things that make us human. Suitable for young students
who want an extra resource for school, people working in
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medical fields, or for anyone with a keen interest in human
biology. Inside the body of the book: - The Integrated Body -
Anatomy - How the Body Works - Life Cycles - Diseases and
Disorders
  The Incredible Unlikeliness of Being: Evolution and the
Making of Us Alice Roberts,2015-11-03 From your brain to
your fingertips, you emerge from her book entertained and
with a deeper understanding of yourself --Richard Dawkins
Alice Roberts takes you on the most incredible journey,
revealing your path from a single cell to a complex embryo
to a living, breathing, thinking person. It's a story that
connects us with our distant ancestors and an
extraordinary, unlikely chain of events that shaped human
development and left a mark on all of us. Alice Roberts uses
the latest research to uncover the evolutionary history
hidden in all of us, from the secrets found only in our
embryos and genes - including why as embroyos we have
what look like gills - to those visible in your anatomy. This is
a tale of discovery, exploring why and how we have
developed as we have. This is your story, told as never
before.
  Bathe the Cat Alice B. McGinty,2022-02-08 Bathe the
floor? Sweep the dishes? This riotous romp of a picture book
follows a frantic family as they try to get some chores
done—with no help from the family cat, who keeps
scrambling the list of chores with hilarious effects. Get
ready for a rollicking read-aloud with a truly purrfect
ending. It's cleaning day, but the family cat will do anything
to avoid getting a bath. So instead of mopping the floor or
feeding the fish, the family is soon busy rocking the rug,
vacuuming the lawn, and sweeping the dishes. Bouncy
rhyme carries the story headlong into the growing hilarity,
until finally Dad restores some kind of order—but will the
cat avoid getting his whiskers wet? HILARIOUS READ-
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ALOUD: Word scrambles are a delight in this silly rhyming
picture book! Kids will love the accessible rhyming text, and
emerging readers will be able to anticipate words after
repeated reads, making for an engaging and interactive
read-aloud experience. CATNIP FOR CAT LOVERS: This
sweet and sneaky feline will do anything to get out of
having a bath! Ample cat antics and scenes of increasing
mischief (and increasing chaos!) will tickle young readers
and entice parents—particularly those with a furry feline
member of their own households. TWO DADS LEAD THE
WAY: Dad and Papa are the heads of this large and loving
biracial family, mirroring illustrator David Robert's own
orientation and providing picture book readers with a
positive depiction of LGBTQ+ characters in a fun and funny
family story. WINNING AUTHOR-ILLUSTRATOR TEAM: Alice
McGinty is a prolific author of books for children, and David
Roberts is well-known for his work on the popular
Questioneers series. Together, their upbeat text and
energetic art with pops of neon color make for a standout
picture book, just right for gifting and enjoying together at
storytime. Perfect for: • Parents • Gift-givers • Cat lovers
  El gran libro del cuerpo humano (The Complete Human
Body) Dr. Alice Roberts,2023-11-07 La guía definitiva del
cuerpo humano: su desarrollo, forma, funciones y
trastornos. Esta impresionante exploración del cuerpo
humano, ya en su tercera edición y revisada con los
avances médicos más recientes, es el libro de referencia
generalista más detallado sobre anatomía humana que hay
en el mercado. Usado por estudiantes y profesionales de la
salud, es a su vez lo suficientemente accesible para que
cualquier tipo de lector pueda adentrarse en él y disfrutarlo.
De la mano de la profesora Alice Roberts, reconocida
académica, autora y comunicadora, e innovadoras
ilustraciones digitales, entenderás el cuerpo humano como
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nunca antes, explorarás la anatomía humana con un detalle
y claridad increíbles y descubrirá cómo funciona el cuerpo,
cómo se producen los cambios de la infancia a la vejez y
qué puede dejar de funcionar y por qué. 'El gran libro del
cuerpo humano' empieza con un atlas anatómico región por
región, con particular atención a las manos, los pies y las
articulaciones principales. Cuenta con una sección sobre
cómo funciona el cuerpo, sistema a sistema. Finalmente, la
sección de enfermedades y trastornos incluye resúmenes
fáciles de seguir de más de 200 problemas de salud. Las
ilustraciones 3D generadas por computadora son
increíblemente detalladas, prácticamente de tamaño real, y
se basan en escaneos 3D de cuerpos reales.
Adicionalmente el libro presenta cientos de ilustraciones,
diagramas y las imágenes médicas y de microscopio más
avanzadas. The definitive guide to the development, form,
function, and disorders of the human body. The most
detailed popular reference book on human anatomy
available, this beautiful exploration of the human body is
now in its third edition, revised with the latest medical
knowledge. Although used by students and health care
professionals, it is accessible enough for anyone to dip into
and enjoy. Guided by Professor Alice Roberts, renowned
academic, author, and broadcaster, and groundbreaking 3D
computer-generated illustrations, you will understand the
human body as never before, explore human anatomy in
incredible detail and clarity, and discover how the body
works, how it changes from infancy to old age, and what
can go wrong and why. 'El gran libro del cuerpo humano'
begins with a region-by-region anatomical atlas, containing
extra detail on the hands, feet, and major joints. It features
a functional section on how the body works, system by
system. Finally, the diseases and disorders section includes
easy-to-follow summaries of over 200 health conditions The
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3D computer-generated illustrations are incredibly detailed,
virtually life-size, and based on the 3D scans of a real
human body. But in addition, the book features hundreds of
smaller illustrations, diagrams, and the latest medical and
microscope imaging.
  The Complete Human Body, 2nd Edition Dr. Alice
Roberts,2016-06-07 Intricate details of all aspects of the
human body down to the smallest detail – from our cells
and DNA to the largest bone in our bodies, the femur. 3D
generated illustrations and medical imaging provide a close
look at the body’s forms and functions in physiology and
anatomy, showing how the body works and its amazing
systems and abilities. To understand our modern human
bodies, this book first looks at our ancestors and how the
evolution of Homo Sapiens shaped our anatomy. This gave
us the ability to walk tall, create language, and make tools
with our incredibly adapted opposable thumbs. Learn how
we can see evolution in our DNA, and the functions of DNA.
Read about the things you can only see with microscopes
and other special imaging machines, like cell structure,
motor pathways in the brain, and the inner iris. All these
many parts work together to make the human body. The
physiology of our body is written in clarifying detail. Learn
about the organs and systems that operate within, like the
cardiovascular, digestive, and neural systems. See our
elegant anatomy and read how the skeleton, muscles, and
ligaments operate to allow movement. This second edition
has included more detail on the joints in the hands and feet.
The Complete Human Body takes you from infancy to old
age showing how our body grows and changes, and what
can go wrong. 2nd Edition: Enhanced and Updated This
visual guide uses remarkable illustrations and diagrams to
peek inside our complex and astounding bodies. It has been
written in an easy-to-follow format, with straightforward
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explanations to give you the best overview of the many
things that make us human. Suitable for young students
who want an extra resource for school, people working in
medical fields, or for anyone with a keen interest in human
biology. Inside the body of the book: • The Integrated Body
• Anatomy • How the Body Works • Life Cycles • Diseases
and Disorders
  The Last Dog on Earth Adrian J. Walker,2019-03-05 A
real find. —STEPHEN KING on The End of the World Running
Club Every dog has its day... And for Lineker, a happy go
lucky mongrel from London, the day his city falls is finally a
chance for adventure. Too bad his master Reg plans to hide
himself away from the riots outside... But when an
abandoned child shows up looking for help, Reg and his
trusty hound must brave the chaos in a journey that will
prove not just the importance of bravery, but of loyalty,
trust, and finding family in the unlikeliest of places. When
the world has gone to the dogs, who will you choose to
stand with? Praise for The End of the World Running Club
Extraordinary. — BBC Radio 2 An end-of-the-world tale that
is anything but an ending. — Anne Corlett An exciting and
nerve—wracking 'run' — Robert McCammon
  The Complete Human Body Dr. Alice
Roberts,2023-04-11 We inhabit it, we are it, and we are
surrounded by 6.8 billion examples of it on the planet – the
human body. Some parts of it are still mysteries to science
and much is a mystery to the average person on the street.
But we've come a long way from the sketches and diagrams
drawn by the first anatomists in Ancient Greece. Making full
use of new medical procedures and imaging techniques,
The Complete Human Body is the definitive guide to the
development, form, function, and disorders of the human
body, illustrated with unprecedented clarity by new
computer-generated artworks and the latest medical and
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microscopic imaging. Exploring the body's form and
function in greater depth than any other popular reference,
from muscle structure and activity to motor pathways
within the brain, The Complete Human Body will have great
appeal to students and a broad range of healthcare
professionals, as well as families. Includes an interactive
DVD and website!
  The Social Instinct Nichola Raihani,2021-08-31 Enriching
—Publisher's Weekly Excellent and illuminating—Wall Street
Journal In the tradition of Richard Dawkins's The Selfish
Gene, Nichola Raihani's The Social Instinct is a profound
and engaging look at the hidden relationships underpinning
human evolution, and why cooperation is key to our future
survival. Cooperation is the means by which life arose in the
first place. It’s how life progressed through scale and
complexity, from free-floating strands of genetic material to
nation states. But given what we know about evolution,
cooperation is also something of a puzzle. How does
cooperation begin, when on a Darwinian level, all the genes
in the body care about is being passed on to the next
generation? Why do meerkats care for one another’s
offspring? Why do babbler birds in the Kalahari form
colonies in which only a single pair breeds? And how come
some reef-dwelling fish punish each other for harming fish
from another species? A biologist by training, Raihani looks
at where and how collaborative behavior emerges
throughout the animal kingdom, and what problems it
solves. She reveals that the species that exhibit cooperative
behaviour most similar to our own tend not to be other
apes; they are birds, insects, and fish, occupying far more
distant branches of the evolutionary tree. By understanding
the problems they face, and how they cooperate to solve
them, we can glimpse how human cooperation first evolved.
And we can also understand what it is about the way we
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cooperate that makes us so distinctive–and so successful.

Uncover the mysteries within Crafted by is enigmatic
creation, Embark on a Mystery with Alice Roberts . This
downloadable ebook, shrouded in suspense, is available in a
PDF format ( Download in PDF: *). Dive into a world of
uncertainty and anticipation. Download now to unravel the
secrets hidden within the pages.
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